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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For this session I want to walk through a few things. First, I want to start with why we’re having this discussion to begin with. How have ETFs changed the game for investors and advisors? This will help give you an idea of the degree to which you can truly tailor your clients’ fixed income exposure.Next I want to talk about some of the inherent challenges of operating in the antiquated bond market.Then, since most ETFs track indices I want to talk about some of the unique aspects of fixed income indices. Afterward, we’ll move on to talk about the real-world challenges bond ETFs have in tracking their indexThen, I want to talk a bit about the unique liquidity landscape that fixed income ETFs have created and how ETFs can actually be more liquid than their underlying markets.  Lastly, because ETFs are known and admired for trading close their NAV (which is one their primary advantages over closed end funds), I want to talk about premiums and discounts---which are much more prevalent in fixed income ETFs than in equity ETFs.



ETFs:  
Bond Fund Basics 



Consider the Lowly Bond: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let’s start at the very beginning, at least for one slide.  What the heck is a bond? At it’s simplest, a bond is a promise.  It’s a promise from somebody who wants your money that, in exchange for your money now, you, the investor, will get some pile of money in the future.  Usually that means there’s a future date – the bond’s maturity – where you will get the face value of the bond, and you’ll usually get some set of payments between now and then to boot.  I think it’s helpful to remember how bonds used to work.  This is a picture of an actual, physically issued bearer bond from the State of Louisiana. Whoever bought this bond paid some amount of money, and took physical possession. The Face Value is printed right on the face – right next to the little girl. And it says in text right next to her that this bond will pay the bearer $5 on January 1st 1886. And those tags on the right? Those are the physical coupons that the bondholder was supposed to tear off every 6 months and present to the treasury to collect 7.5 cents.In many ways, you know everything you ever need to know about this bond right on the face of it. The bond is quite literally its own contract. You know the best possible outcome here with no uncertainty – that is, that the state pays what it says its going to pay.  That’s your upside.What you don’t see here, however, is what can go wrong.  What happens if the State of Louisiana just says “sorry” when you show up to present your coupon, or worse, the whole bond?  Even if the bond is money good,  what if you want to sell it before it matures?  How do you know how much it is worth?



Sources of Risk: Interest Rates 

Price: 
Down 5% 

Interest Rates: 
Up 1% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The way the market determines what the bond is worth is by calculating what your bond’s future cash flows are worth given today’s market interest rates.If you have a Treasury note with 5 years to maturity that is yielding 2%, but today’s 5 year auction rate settled at 2.5%, your bond will be worth less than the new bonds, and so the market will pay less than 100 cents on the dollar for your bond.  But, if today’s 5 year auction settled at 1%, your bond will increase in price, trading for well above 100 cents on the dollar.But, if you plan on holding your bond to maturity, do you even care about its trading price?    Only to the extent that price is a signal about purchasing power.Folks who hold their bond to maturity know that they will receive exactly 100 cents on the dollar when the time comes, barring default.    They need to worry about protecting their purchasing power, because higher rates in the market might be a response in increased inflation.  As long as they are satisfied with the rates they’re receiving, they can ignore the bond market until their bond matures.  This approach has several benefits.  Your cash flows are predictable.  You don’t have to take a haircut in the bond market to access your capital.  You buy exactly the bonds you want.  But, if the credit situation deteriorates, you could be in for a nasty surprise.



Basic Bond statistics on ETF.com 
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That’s the bigger risk with bonds.  Sometimes the folks who borrow money in the bond market miss a payment.  Sometimes they go belly up.  The market responds to this, of course, by driving the price of shaky credits lower and lower.  Most bondholders sell bonds when the issuing company is on the rocks, because they don’t want their principal to be at risk.  We have quite enough of that risk in the equity markets.    The classic adaptation to credit risk in the bond market is diversification.  As long as defaults happen company by company, bondholders can mitigate credit risk by spreading it around.  After all, if you have 100% losses on 1% of your portfolio, that’s a 1% loss overall.  Most of us can survive that.  That’s also the reason that corporate bonds pay a higher coupon than government bonds, and why junk bonds pay even higher interest.  It’s compensation for the increased default risk.  If your bond doesn’t default, you’ll get your principal back at maturity, and get paid regular, predictable interest along the way.  That’s why so many folks look to bonds for capital preservation.So why doesn’t everyone just own individual bonds?
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Matt: Here’s how it maps out.  You can see here that the chances of actually losing your money on anything from AAA to A- debt is extremely low, and is very high down on the other and.  And this is where investors get tripped up.  There’s effectively no real difference in default risk between a AAA bond and a AA+ bond.  But On the other side of the spectrum, the difference between B and B- is huge.



Credit details on ETF.com 
JNK 



For internal use only 

Into the Pool? 
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Most of us can’t create a diversified  bond portfolio on our own.  Few have the money and access to buy bonds from 50, 100, 500 issuers.  Even if we could, we know that the trading costs for buying small bond lots would wipe out months or years of interest payments.  That’s why so many investors turn to what we call pooled fixed income vehicles.  In other words, bond funds.Bond funds, both mutual funds and ETFs,  allow for diversification and economies of scale. A thousand little guys can get together, increase their bargaining clout, and hire professional managers and a trading desk.  What could be bad?It turns out, there’s a tradeoff.  When you have a diversified portfolio of bonds, every day you have cash coming in and out.  Cash comes in from purchases, coupon payments, and principal repayments.  Cash goes out for  distributions and redemptions.  When the fund has a mandate to invest in bonds, sitting on a pile of cash is a no-no.  So bond portfolio managers have to trade.  They don’t always have the luxury of holding bonds to maturity.    Unless all the bonds in the portfolio mature at the same time,  and unless fund holders have the expectation that their funds will cash out on a certain date, bond funds face a never-ending cycle of bond buying.    Additionally, most bond funds have rules about what they are allowed to hold.  If a bond crosses a maturity threshold, or if its credit drops too far, it gets kicked out of the portfolio.  These rules ensure that bond funds act as sellers as well as buyers.How does a bond fund holder get her principal back?  By selling the fund.  What price does she get?  Whatever the market is paying for those bonds.  Barring default, will she always get par?   Not at all.  The pooling of bonds has introduced market risk.  That’s ironic, because so many of us turn to bonds for principal protection.  The difficulty of accessing the bond market forces investors to make trade-offs.
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Remember that Robert Frost poem we all had to memorize in school, the one about good fences making good neighbors?   Good fences are the difference between mutual funds and ETFs. This is where the ETF shines.  The in-kind creation/redemption process means that the costs – the market impact, the spreads – are borne by whoever is creating or redeeming shares, not by the folks already in the fund.  In-kind redemption protects the remaining shareholders because the portfolio manager doesn’t have to sell into an illiquid market.  Think of creation/ redemption as a fence that protects you from the comings and goings of your neighbors.  Fences apply in all asset classes, but they matter most in fixed income, because the transaction costs are so large, and because the bond market is so opaque and illiquid.  ETFs push the transaction costs to buyers and sellers.  If you want to own a fixed income ETF, you’ll be happy for the fence on every day except two:  the day you buy the ETF, and the day you sell it.



ETFs:  
Fixed Income Opportunities & Innovations 



The Typical 60/40 View 
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-differentiated on equity-fixed income has been dark-fixed income is better than that: it deserved additional differentiation between market segments----When we talk about the traditional 60/40 portfolio allocation we’ve differentiated within the equity allocation for decades. Until recently, however, the fixed income side of the portfolio has been more of a dark space that suggests you just buy bonds and wham-bam there’s your 40% fixed income exposure. Of course, in reality, fixed income is far more complex than this and warrants additional differentiation.On the equity side, you could really just buy VT and through that one ETF gain exposure to all of the equity subsectors. 



The Real View 
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-Advent of ETFs have really pushed this differentiation to the fore-We now have liquid, transparent, low cost vehicles segmenting out the fixed income market that trade all day on exchanges-tremendous opportunity for advisor community to tailor client portfolio to unique and precise investment objectives at a low cost.-why would you want to own a diversified fixed income portfolio encompassing many of the market segments?----There is no fixed income equivalent, so you have to own more than 1 fund. The advent of ETFs have pushed this differentiation to the fore. Advisors now have the tools in front of them to evaluate each segment of the fixed income market and the products available. We have these ETFs sitting right in front of us that trade regularly on exchanges. This is a tremendous opportunity for the advisor community to tailor their client portfolios to unique and precise investment objectives at low cost.



Periodic Table of Bond Returns 
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 
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-because every dog has his day-Don’t need to see: color coded by segment, years at top, no consistency in best performing fixed income segment-suggests you might want to own a diversified portfolio-plus….---



• There are many ways to diversify fixed income exposure 

Diversification In Fixed Income  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-why not add the diversification and risk reduction benefits of owning multiple segments of the fixed income market-even though we think of the bond market as one, individual segments are not strongly correlated



• 239 Sovereign Bond ETFs 
• 40 Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETFs 
• 17 Broad Market Investment Grade Bond ETFs 
• 11 High Yield Corporate Bond ETFs 
• 10 Inflation-linked Bond ETFs 
• 9 Covered Bond ETFs 
• 6 Broad Market Bond ETFs 

 

Opportunities Abound 
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Presentation Notes
-Today the fixed income ETF market includes a ton of opportunities in diverse sectors that allow investors to enhance performance, mitigate risk, and improve efficiency.-liquid, transparent, low cost, just need to reach out and grab them-More importantly though, the ETF market is highly competitive and ETF providers are chomping at the bit to serve you, the investor and the find innovative solutions to investor challenges



Innovation in Bond ETFs 
Do you want a diversified bond portfolio... 
 

• that matures like a single bond? 
• that hedges against rising rate risk? 
• that targets a constant duration?  
• that uses fundamental analysis?  
• that is actively managed? 
 
Yep, there’s a bond ETF for each of those…. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Considering splitting this down into three follow slides 1) target maturity 2) Duration (constant duration ETFs and duration-hedged ETFs) 3) Beyond plain vanilla: fundamental analysis + actively managed portfolios------And this is where we’re seeing innovation in the fixed income space-Because investors face real challenges that ETF providers are addressing…-For example, we covered why you would want to own a diversified bond portfolio but let’s not forget the favorable attributes of owning individual bonds. for example, the fact that you have precise maturity dates for which you can expect to receive cash…That’s important if you know you know you’re going to need cash at a precise time in the future (for example for your kid’s college or for your retirement). And now you can have the best of both worlds: the precision of a single bond with the mitigated risk profile of a diversified bond portfolio. We call these products “Target Maturity” bond funds and they mature a specific, pre-determined date that could be 1,2, 3, 5, 10 years down the line. -What about the taper tantrum and concern for rising interest rates? Well, there are now ETFs that reduce interest rate risk, or even profit from rising interest rates. Remember when we talk about bond risks they fall into two categories: interest rate risk and credit risk. Well, in a rising rate environment investors generally don’t want to hold interest rate risk. Fortunately, there are bond ETFs that isolate credit risk by taking a long position in a basket of corporate bonds (which have both credit and interest rate risk) and a short position in US Treasurys (which only have interest rate risk). The short position either reduces or removes interest rate risk from the portfolio. Some go further than others here. Investors considering ETFs that hedge against rising rates need to ask two questions 1) How much credit risk do I want to hold? Remember, these funds go long a basket of corporate bonds and they come in a variety of flavors from investment grade to high yield. So, again, first question is how much credit risk do I want to hold? And 2) How low do you want to go with duration? Some of these ETFs scale duration back to zero while others go a step further to negative duration. -What if I want fixed income exposure with a constant duration? If you’re an average-sized investor trying to do this with individual bonds it will be costly because keeping duration constant would require frequent buying and selling in the over-the-counter bond market. Fortunately there are ETFs that target a specific duration and leverage their size and economies of scale to keep duration constant while minimizing the frequency and cost of transacting in the over-the-counter bond market. You can be diversified across maturity dates while keeping duration constant. -And what if I want to forgo plain-vanilla bond indexing in favor of a fund that allocates according to fundamental analysis--- so a fund that attempts to identify worthy borrowers rather than simply allocating to companies with the biggest debt loads---which is what as plain vanilla bond funds do. Well, there are bond ETFs that use fundamental analysis to allocate assets. Or, say you want to go a step further, and you want a bond ETF that is actively managed? You guessed it, there’s a bond ETF for that too. In fact, you can even buy a bond ETF managed by the likes of the world’s foremost fixed income expert, Bill Gross. 



Target Maturity Bond ETFs 
What about a portfolio of bonds that matures in… 

           December 2016?                             August 2019?                               March 2023? 

IBMH IBDD BSJG 
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-For example, we covered why you would want to own a diversified bond portfolio but let’s not forget the favorable attributes of owning individual bonds. for example, the fact that you have precise maturity dates for which you can expect to receive cash…That’s important if you know you know you’re going to need cash at a precise time in the future (for example for your kid’s college or for your retirement). And now you can have the best of both worlds: the precision of a single bond with the mitigated risk profile of a diversified bond portfolio. We call these products “Target Maturity” bond funds and they mature a specific, pre-determined date that could be 1,2, 3, 5, 10 years down the line. -reference EK’s market risk comment from earlier about avoiding market risk-Start acting like cash as they approach their maturity date-Several of these have already matured and they went off without a hitch



Duration-Specific ETFs 
• Zero-Duration ETFs 

• Negative Duration ETFs 

• Constant duration ETFs 

Price: 
Flat?  
+2%? 

Interest Rates: 
Up 1% 
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-What about the taper tantrum and concern for rising interest rates? Well, there are now ETFs that reduce interest rate risk, or even profit from rising interest rates. Remember when we talk about bond risks they fall into two categories: interest rate risk and credit risk. Well, in a rising rate environment investors generally don’t want to hold interest rate risk. Fortunately, there are bond ETFs that isolate credit risk by taking a long position in a basket of corporate bonds (which have both credit and interest rate risk) and a short position in US Treasurys (which only have interest rate risk). The short position either reduces or removes interest rate risk from the portfolio. Some go further than others here. Investors considering ETFs that hedge against rising rates need to ask two questions 1) How much credit risk do I want to hold? Remember, these funds go long a basket of corporate bonds and they come in a variety of flavors from investment grade to high yield. So, again, first question is how much credit risk do I want to hold? And 2) How low do you want to go with duration? Some of these ETFs scale duration back to zero while others go a step further to negative duration. -What if I want fixed income exposure with a constant duration? If you’re an average-sized investor trying to do this with individual bonds it will be costly because keeping duration constant would require frequent buying and selling in the over-the-counter bond market. Fortunately there are ETFs that target a specific duration and leverage their size and economies of scale to keep duration constant while minimizing the frequency and cost of transacting in the over-the-counter bond market. You can be diversified across maturity dates while keeping duration constant. –you know your risk-Abridge this section



Beyond Plain Vanilla 

  Market Value of Debt      Fundamental Analysis             Manager Choice 

                 Vanilla                             Mint-Chip                            Rocky-Road 

Allocate Assets according to… 
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-And what if I want to forgo plain-vanilla bond indexing in favor of a fund that allocates according to fundamental analysis--- so a fund that attempts to identify worthy borrowers rather than simply allocating to companies with the biggest debt loads---which is what as plain vanilla bond funds do. Well, there are bond ETFs that use fundamental analysis to allocate assets. Or, say you want to go a step further, and you want a bond ETF that is actively managed? You guessed it, there’s a bond ETF for that too. In fact, you can even buy a bond ETF managed by the likes of the world’s foremost fixed income expert, Bill Gross. 



Layers of Liquidity 
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-want to discuss challenges of bond market-Identify challenges so don’t conflate them with challenges of FI ETFs-ETFs actually improve some of the deficiencies or challenges of the bond market, we’ll get into that shortly-first I want to talk about…---For good measure we should take a moment to identify the challenges of the bond market so that we don’t attribute these deficiencies to problems with the ETFs that cover the fixed income market. In fact, in more than one sense ETFs actually improve the some of the deficiencies of the bond market, but we’ll get into that shortly



ETFs: Improving Bond Investing 
Fixed Income markets 
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Broker A 

Broker B 

Customer A 

Equity markets 

FOR FINANCIAL PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY – NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION 
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-There are a few things you need to understand about the risks and benefits that im going to cover in the rest of this session**-First ETFs created for bond market, fixed income ETFs have been a tremendous addtion but…-FI market very different than highly centralized trading in equity (transaction information)-FI market is disjointed; no central source of liquidity = very different levels of access to inventory and pricing-Several different answers for the price of a bond-Like Equity ETFs, FI ETFs listed and traded on public exchanges: Brings transparency and liquidity to FI market. This provides flexibility and improved access to this liquidity-With FI ETFs you get the benefits of equity markets with fewer challenges than the traditional FI market.----The first ETFs were created for the equity market. Fixed income ETFs have been a tremendous addition as they improve on some of the inherent challenges of operating in the bond market but they are still burdened by the antiquated structure of the bond market. The fixed income market is very different than the highly centralized trading that occurs in equity markts where all parties have access to transaction information. The traditional fixed income OTC market is disjointed, there is not a central source of liquidity and as a result different investors can have very different levels of access to inventory and pricing. Trades are occuring between private parties and the same bond often trades simultaneously at different prices. So at any given point in time if you ask “What’s the price of this bond?” you could get several different answers that are all right. Fortunately, like equity ETFs, fixed income ETFs are listed and traded on public exchanges, bringing a new level of transparency and liquidity to the fixed income markets. This provides trading flexibility and improved access to liquidity.With FI ETFs you get the benefits of equity markets with fewer challenges than the traditional FI market



Layers of Fixed Income ETF Liquidity  
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-Bottom layer is what we had before FI ETFs-Often times exchange liquidity absorbs supply and demand so investors can trade in the top layer without ever having to touch the bottom layer now which is how FI ETFs take away some of the pain of the FI market. -Contingent liquidity: use limit orders--- take advantage of the flexibility of ETF supply and demand at varying price levels. In these instances, tactical trading flows can be triggered at prices outside of current market price.-Advantage that ETFs bring to the bond market in terms of liquidity is in these first two layers-Pyramid like this could be US Treasurys-Let’s consider the liquidity spectrum…---**Quote from blackrock paper: “The advantage of access the OTC fixed income market through an ETF is the top two layers of liquidity”****”in the second layer, additional exchange liquidity can be unlocked as a result of execution, using strategies such as marketable limit orders (above or below current prices). Limit orders are designed to take advantage of the flexibility of ETF supply and demand at varying price levels. In these instances tactical trading flows can be triggered at levels removed from current market price.”**”Maximizing the first two layers of liquidity creates the opportunity for investors to trade round trip for pennies in markets that would normally trade in points.”OK so let’s breakdown the liquidity pyramid: At the top of the pyramid we have the liquidity that we’re probably most familiar with. This is the observable on-screen liquidity of an ETF and comprises all of the trades that make up a fund’s ADV. Quite literally this is the volume and spreads that we see on our brokerage accounts when we log in online.Digging a layer deeper, investors can also contact a liquidity provider who may be able to access liquidity that the rest of us can’t see but doesn’t necessitate them reaching into the underlying market to create or redeem shares.The deepest layer of liquidity, which is ultimately underpinning the preceding two layers is the underlying market.So, to use an example, if we were trading an ETF of sovereign bonds, say the ticker is SOVR for “sovereign” the spreads and volume we see quoted on our online brokerage account represents the first tier of liquidity. However, if we were looking to trade a large block of SOVR shares, say 20,000 shares, we could get in touch with a liquidity provider who may be able to locate and access shares that aren’t available “on-screen”. If we want to trade 50,000 or 100,000 shares though, we may skip the whole process and go straight to the underlying market where an AP can form a creation basket and create shares of the ETF for us.So, back to our pyramid, which in this case could represent the market for sovereign bonds and related ETFs. Clearly the market for sovereign bonds is huge and even the most liquid sovereign bond ETFs are unlikely to match the volume of the actual underlying market. However, if we consider the liquidity spectrum….



Liquidity & Spreads 
Sovereigns; Futures Based Strategies 
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-Sovereign bonds at highly liquid end of spectrum-Even when it is significant volume of transactions in ETFs tracking these markets is unlikely to match the volume and size of the underlying market.-As we move down the liquidity spectrum, ETFs are increasingly effective in improving upon the liquidity of their underlying market-Lower hanging fruit; move down spectrum the ills and sins of the bond market are increasingly apparent: trades occur less frequently which decreases the incentive and ability for market makers to maintain a competitive market.-This is where ETFs come in: they can actually exhibit “transcendent liquidity” where the liquidity of the ETF actually exceeds the liquidity in their underlying market.----Sovereign bonds are typically among the most liquid fixed income securities, they’re at the highly liquid end of this spectrum, and as we said even really liquid sovereign bond ETFs are unlikely to match the volume of trades occurring away from the ETF. However, as we move down the liquidity spectrum ETFs are increasingly effective in improving upon the liquidity of their underlying market. Consider it lower hanging fruit---  as we move down this liquidity spectrum the ills and sins of the bond market are increasingly apparent: trades occur less frequently which decreases the ability and incentive for market makers to make an efficient market for those bonds. But ETFs can actually exhibit “transcendent liquidity” where the liquidity of the ETF actually exceeds the liquidity in their underlying market.



Transcendent Liquidity? 
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-Inverted pyramid from two slides back-Once an ETF gains a critical mass in exchange liquidity it becomes possible to execute large trades on an exchange without ever having to access the underlying market through the creation, redemption mechanism-so we can have an ETF that is all around more liquid than its underlying market-see this in several segments of the fixed income market…..----**Make clear just how cool this is for institutional investors****Quote from blackrock paper: Once a fixed income etf gains critical mass in exchange liquidity it is possible to execute fairly large trades through the exchange without having to access the underlying bond market (ie the exchange liquidity absorbs flows without necessarily trigger the ETF creation/redemption through the underlying market)****http://ca.ishares.com/content/en_ca/repository/resource/valuable_investment_vehicle_oct_2011_en.pdfSo we can have an ETF that is actually more liquid than its underlying market. We inverted our pyramid from two slides back.This is one of the ways that bond ETFs can actually improve upon the fixed income market. Investors that aren’t trying to trade in a time of stress, can access say, high yield bonds, at a fraction of the trading cost that they would incur if they were to try to acquire those bonds from the underlying market. We actually see this regularly in several segments of the fixed income market, especially as we move down the liquidity spectrum. This is really a huge benefit to anyone who uses these ETFs. It’s also particularly beneficial for institutional investors who often leverage their size to operate directly in the underlying market. However when the underlying market is small, they’re stuck. But with the transcendent liquidity that ETFs bring to some segments of the less-liquid corners of the fixed income market, institutional investors can trade in size where they previously couldn’t. Meanwhile the rest of us get the benefit of a competitive market and lower trading costs.



Trading Fixed Income ETFs 
Ticker Name Spread (%) Median Daily 

Volume ($M) 

TLT iShares Barclays 20+ Year Treasury Bond 0.010% $667.38 

MBB iShares Barclays MBS Bond 0.031% $44.45 

TIP iShares Barclays TIPS Bond 0.029% $65.25 

EMB J.P. Morgan USD Emerging Markets 
Bond 0.040% $65.14 

LQD iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade 
Corporate Bond 0.015% $154.44 

JNK SPDR Barclays High Yield Bond 0.025% $154.38 

Source: ETF.com, 22 Jan 2014 

Presenter
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Let’s look more closely at what it takes to trade fixed income ETFs.Remember, the trading costs are ultimately determined by one of two things:  natural flows, or the difficulty of accessing the underlying securities.If there’s solid investor interest, then fixed income ETFs trade based entirely on supply and demand.  Heavy trading action will tighten spreads as investors compete to get their orders filled.  The six funds you see highlighted in this slide are hugely liquid.  You won’t have to think about the liquidity of the underlying portfolio when the market has thousands of shares on offer all day long.  In those cases, market makers and APs will only step in if they can pounce on a good deal – a fund trading well away from its NAV.If there isn’t much investor interest in your fund, you will have to think about the underlying liquidity, because you’ll be trading with a market maker.  The market maker or AP wants to be sure that he can buy or sell every bond in the basket, and he will pass along the spreads to you.  Be sure to get a two-way quote, and be aware that hard-to-access asset types, like locally denominated emerging market bonds, can be tough to trade.



When to Worry 



Premiums, Discounts, & 
Bond ETFs as Price Discovery Tools 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Do a quick overview of creation/redemption if time permits-Earlier we talked about tracking difference: NAV vs index-Now premiums and discounts: NAV vs price-Premium: Price > NAV -Discount: Price < NAV -Mentioned that ETFs are admired for trading close to actual value AKA minimal premiums & Discounts-FI ETFs a little different: more persistent premiums and discounts especially in less liquid segments fixed income market-led to some confusion: Misplaced blame on the ETF, real problem is with the underlying bond market-Nothing to do with the ETF and everything to do with how bond prices are reports-Remember how bond market is disjointed and decentralized relative to equity markets? And how some bonds go days at a time without trading? Leads to problems when we’re trying to determine a fund’s NAV-Leads to some problems in determining a fund’s NAV-Only real way to know value of a bond is to see what the market is willing to pay for it; but what if it hasn’t traded in 3 days? A valuation service will look at several metrics to arrive at an estimate of what the bond might trade at.-Only an estimate…-What if the ETF is already telling us what the market is willing to pay for that particular portfolio of bonds-Afterall we have daily transparency as to what these bonds are holding so why wouldn’t hundreds of thousands of market participants with a vested interest in knowing the right value, have a better idea?- We see this happen more frequently as move down the liquidity spectrum into the less liquid segments of the fixed income market….----**If you want, you can point out how FI ETFs keep trading even as the underlying markets seized**As a very quick overview of the creation and redemption mechanism: ETFs are admired because, unlike CEFs, ETFs usually trade close to their actual value. The plumbing that fosters this efficient trading is the so-called creation and redemption mechanism. If an ETF trades for more than its actual value it signals a shortage of ETF shares; so an authorized arbitrageur steps in and increases the supply of ETF shares. The authorized arbitrageur does this by submitting a basket of the ETF’s underlying securities. In exchange for this basket the ETF issuer gives the authorized arbitrageur newly created shares of the ETF, which she can then sell on the open market at a premium to what she acquired the underlying basket for; thus earning herself the difference and simultaneously increasing the supply of ETF shares which brings the ETF’s price closer to its actual value thus reducing or eliminating the premium. Conversely, if the ETF were to sell at a discount to its t vehicles is that the supply of shares is adjustable. Back to our example, if an ETF is selling for more than it’s actually value, as is usually measured by NAV, authorized arbitrageurs step in to increase the supply of shares of the ETF to offset the increase in demand (which is what caused it to sell at a premium). If the ETF is selling for less than its underlying basket is worth, authorized arbitrageurs again step in but this time to reduce the supply of ETF shares to offset the slumping demand (which is what caused it to briefly sell at a discount). In short, because the supply of ETF shares is adjustable, premiums and discounts are relatively short-lived and the ETF will generally trade quite close to its NAV.Earlier we talked about tracking difference, which is the difference in performance between an index and an ETF’s NAV. Now I’d like to talk about premiums and discounts which are differences between a fund’s NAV (its stated value) and its actual selling price. When the fund sells for more than what the issuer declares is its actual value, we say the ETF is selling at a premium. When it sells for less than its stated value, per the issuer, we call it a discount. Earlier I also talked about how ETFs are admired because they usually trade very close to their NAV and premiums or discounts tend to be very short lived. Fixed Income ETFs are a little different though and this has caused some confusion.Premiums and Discounts in fixed income ETFs are regularly larger and more persistent than their equity counterparts. Some have been quick to cite this as a problem with ETFs. In general though, this has nothing to do with the ETF and everything to do with how bond prices are reported. Remember how we talked about how bond trading is disjointed and decentralized relative to equity markets? And how some bonds regularly go days at a time without trading? Well this leads to some problems when we want to determine a fund’s NAV. The only real way to know the value of a bond is to see what the market is willing to pay for it– that’s its value. But what if the bond hasn’t traded in 3 days? Well, a valuation service will look at several metrics to arrive at an estimate of what the bond might trade at. That’s the problem though--- it’s only one estimate.What if the ETF market is already telling us what the market is willing to pay for that particular portfolio of bonds? After all, we have daily transparency into what these ETFs are holding, so why wouldn’t the hundreds of thousands of market participants with a vested interest in knowing the right value have a better idea? We see this happen more frequently as move down the liquidity spectrum into the less liquid segments of the fixed income market.Here’s an academic article on how bond etfs are price discovery vehicles and that they are leading indicators to what will happen in the bond OTC market (which is what NAV is based on)--- particularly in times of volatility: http://www.bfjlaward.com/pdf/25881/49-62_Tucker_JPM_0124.pdf



Premiums & Discounts 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
-As we move from a portfolio of highly liquid US treasurys to int’l sovereigns, to high-yield EM corproate debt we see that premiums and discounts are measured on a much larger scale-So is there really a breakdown in the creation and redemption mechanism that elsewhere keeps price in line with NAV? Or is there something else at play here?-Results suggest there are issues in determining NAV-Issues are less salient in the more liquid segments of the FI market where we have consistent trade data from which to gauge prices-Therefore we can have confidence that NAV is correct and arbitrageurs will have a strong incentive to intervene and keep price near NAV.-However, as we get down to high-yield emerging market debt where bonds go days at a time without trading, and NAV becomes increasingly dependent on estimates, who has the same confidence that NAV is exactly right? -And we see this as fixed income investors continue to trade ETFs even when premiums or discounts are present. Ordinarily, nobody would want to jump in and buy an ETF at a premium because nobody likes overpaying.  Similarly, nobody would want to sell an ETF at a discount because nobody likes to sell their goods for less than their worth. -Yet repeatedly investors continue trading even at these premiums and discounts--- could this be because the price of the ETF is actually a better gauge of the value of that particular portfolio of bonds? Ie they’re actually price discovery vehicles?-As we move from a portfolio of exclusively US treasurys, the most liquid debt in the world, to international sovereigns, to high-yield emerging market corporate debt we see that premiums and discounts are measured on a much larger scale.So is there really a breakdown in the creation and redemption mechanism that elsewhere keeps price in line with NAV? Or is there something else at play here?Well, the results strongly support our assertion that there are issues in determining NAV.  These issues of estimating NAV are far less salient in the most liquid segments of the fixed income market because we have regular, consistent trade data that shows what the market is willing to pay for them. Therefore we can have confidence that NAV is correct and arbitrageurs will have a strong incentive to intervene and keep price near NAV.However, as we get down to high-yield emerging market debt where bonds go days at a time without trading, and NAV becomes increasingly dependent on estimates, who has the same confidence that NAV is exactly right? Very few. And we see this as fixed income investors continue to trade ETFs even when premiums or discounts are present. Ordinarily, nobody would want to jump in and buy an ETF at a premium because nobody likes overpaying.  Similarly, nobody would want to sell an ETF at a discount because nobody likes to sell their goods for less than their worth. Yet repeatedly investors continue trading even at these premiums and discounts--- could this be because the price of the ETF is actually a better gauge of the value of that particular portfolio of bonds?



Price Discovery in Action- High Yield 
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Do market prices lead NAV or does NAV lead market prices? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Great work done on this topic by Matt Tucker and others in the space-Statistical analysis shows that ETF market prices and NAVs have a co-integrated relationship--- fancy way to say that the ETF market price may lead index values and NAV-What we can conclude is that the ETF market price contains information with respect to the level and path of the underlying bond market, in short, they can be price discovery tools…sometimes.-Therefore investors should look skeptically at premiums and discounts in FI ETFs and assess whether they think the fund is truly selling for more or less than its worth or whether the estimates of “value” are what is actually falling short. ----The actual statistical analysis on this shows tht ETF market prices and NAVs have a co-integrated relationship which is a fancy way to say that the ETF market price may lead index values and NAVs?What we can conclude is that the ETF market price contains information with respect to the level and path of the underlying bond market, in short, they can be price discovery tools…sometimes.Therefore investors should look skeptically at premiums and discounts and assess whether they think the fund is truly selling for more or less than its worth or whether the estimates of “value” are what is actually falling short. 



Tracking Error 



Tracking Error 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve talked quite a bit about how a fund’s price might drift away from its NAV.    But we haven’t considered how the fund itself replicates the underlying index.    Up to now, most of the funds you’ve talked about can hold every security in the underlying index.  Fixed income funds often can’t.  Their indexes are nearly impossible to replicate.Bonds trade over the counter.  Some bonds never trade after they are issued.  Others trade rarely, maybe twice a month.  Those bonds are included in indexes all the time.How can you track an index of illiquid securities if you can’t buy or sell the bonds you need?  Even with ETFs, where the responsibility for in-kind transactions lies with the AP,  issuers want to build a tradable portfolio, so that APs will be able to work with them, and so that spreads won’t be overly wide.  So they deliberately build as liquid a portfolio as possible, by optimizing.
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Fixed Income ETF Portfolio Construction 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I borrowed this slide from my friends at iShares, because I think it does a great job of explaining how to optimize a fixed income portfolio.The point of optimization is to build a portfolio with fewer securities than the index, making sure to mimic the properties of the index.  This means that portfolio managers will select bonds that, when combined, have the same overall maturity, yield, credit, and sector characteristics as the index.    Take AGG, iShares’ Barclay’s US Aggregate fund.   On12/31/13, AGG held 2086 bonds, while the index has 8701.  The fund has less than ¼ of the holdings of the index.  But really, investors can’t tell.  The median difference in returns between AGG and the US Aggregate bond index over the past two years has been .15%.Not all optimization goes as well as AGG’s, though.  Sometimes the optimization causes what we call tracking error – a divergence in returns between the underlying index and the fund’s NAV.  Fundholders might not receive the returns they planned on, because of this slippage that comes from optimization.Fortunately, as bond funds gather assets, they can hold more securities.  Larger funds have more ability to replicate an index than smaller ones.  Still, look out for tracking error when you’re thinking about buying a bond fund.



Optimization matters 
Name Number of Bonds AUM 
Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index 8818 
AGG 2526 $17.7 Billion 
SCHZ 1770 $772 Million 

as of 6-30-14 



ZROZ:  PIMCO’s 25+ Year Zero Coupon US Treasury 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But don’t get carried away, either.As I mentioned earlier, optimization can be to blame.  In smaller portfolios, or in seriously illiquid corners of the bond market, portfolio managers can’t buy a wide enough sample of the index’s bonds.  Tracking suffers.Sometimes the differences are pure optics – maybe the issuer and the index provider get their foreign exchange quotes at different times of day.  If you get a big move in the Yen or the Euro, a few hours can add up to very different valuations.  Sometimes its even simpler – if you and I own identical portfolios, but you price your portfolio at 3 PM, and I price mine at 4 PM, we are bound to get different results.  Look at the PIMCO fund ZROZ.   ZROZ tracks a simple index of US Treasury strips.  Some days the bond market moves quite a bit in the final hour of trading.Other times, though, the oddities of the bond market are to blame.  Remember how most bonds don’t trade most of the time?
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Prices Are Relative 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s hard to know exactly what a bond is worth if it hasn’t traded for days, especially when bond prices turn volatile.  But, if you’re calculating a fund’s NAV, or an index’s daily level, you need prices for every bond.  People solve this by modeling.  If you know the credit characteristics, maturity, yield, and sector of your bond, you can extrapolate its value by comparing it to similar bonds that have traded recently.  Every bond trader, portfolio manager, and indexer has these bond pricing models.  Everyone in the industry relies on them to set prices.Unfortunately, not all models agree.  There are plenty of times that Barclays will value a bond differently than Merrill Lynch, or Goldman Sachs does.  You can imagine, then, that the fund accountants who set NAV  for ETF issuers could come up with a different values for the same bonds.    This creates what I call “faux” tracking error.   Model variation can push a fund’s NAV off of the index value.  These things have a way of working out on the trading floor.  The more liquid the ETF, the less you have to worry about the market setting the right price.  The more variation there is in the factors that feed the NAV model, the more likely you are to see a premium or a discount as you trade a fund.



• 239 Sovereign Bond ETFs 
• 40 Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETFs 
• 17 Broad Market Investment Grade Bond ETFs 
• 11 High Yield Corporate Bond ETFs 
• 10 Inflation-linked Bond ETFs 
• 9 Covered Bond ETFs 
• 6 Broad Market Bond ETFs 

 

Wrapping Up… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Tying all of what we’ve talked about together when we think about the advantages of executing a fixed income strategy with an ETF we can really think first, about the advantages that exchange and contingent liquidity bring to the bond market and how that reduces trading costs. Second, the benefit of speedy implementation of strategies and third, the benefit that stems from the opportunity to access instant diversification.-What I want to leave you with here today is this: Fixed Income and the bond market in general, is an ugly asset class and some of that passes through to bond ETFs. In all instances though, the challenges of bond ETFs are fewer or equal to the challenges in the actual bond market. -Advisors can leverage the strategies used by institutional investors to highlight to clients the benefits of using fixed income ETFs and demonstrate their many advantages.-You need to be careful but there are a ton of ETF options for practically every segment of the bond market. Check them out. Evaluate the strategy. Evaluate the liquidity. Trade carefully. Monitor tracking difference. Be scrupulous of premiums and discounts. -ETFs are wonderful things, but fixed income is not. You have be careful but you can do well. -----**quote from blackrock paper: By leveraging the strategies used by institutional investors, advisors can highlight to their clients the benefits of investing in fixed income ETFs and demonstrate their many advantages****Also from same piece: “Advisors can also apply the techniques used by institutional investors to formulate their own client portfolios in these volatile times”**Also you should talk about this and say tying all of what we’ve talked about together when we think about the advantages of executing a fixed income strategy with an ETF we can really think first, about the advantages that exchange and contingent liquidity bring to the bond market and how that reduces trading costs. Second, the benefit of speedy implementation of strategies and third, the benefit that stems from the opportunity to access instant diversification. **What I want to leave you with here today is this: Fixed Income and the bond market in general, is an ugly asset class and some of that passes through to bond ETFs. In all instances though, the challenges of bond ETFs are fewer or equal to the challenges in the actual bond market. You need to be careful but there are a ton of ETF options for practically every segment of the bond market. Check them out. Evaluate the strategy. Evaluate the liquidity. Trade carefully. Monitor tracking difference. Be scrupulous of premiums and discounts. ETFs are wonderful things, but fixed income is not. You have be careful but you can do well. 



Thank You. 
Questions? 



Spencer Bogart 
ETF Specialist 
ETF.com 

ETFs 302: 
Understanding 

Fixed-Income ETFs: 
Facts & Fantasies 

Elisabeth Kashner, CFA 
Director of Research 
ETF.com 
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Presentation Notes
Which Installment of the ETF University is this? Think of an intro
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